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Fuzzy general resolutionHashim HabiballaVil�em Nov�akInstitute for researh and appliations of fuzzy modelingUniversity of Ostrava30. dubna 22, Ostrava, Czeh RepubliHashim.Habiballa�osu.zVilem.Novak�osu.zAbstrat. The artile presents early observations on possibilities of extension of the general res-olution rule into fuzzy logi in narrow sense. Firstly the existing theory is summarized. Then itintrodues possible resolution rule for general formulas of fuzzy logi (based on  Lukasiewiz alge-bra).keywords: Automated theorem proving, non-lausal dedution, general resolution, fuzzy logi.1 IntrodutionFirst-order logi overs many dedutive systems and methods. In spite of high diversity of these systems,most of them have one essential fault: They are determined to narrow lass of formulas, or they lead tohighly ambiguous indeterminate proofs, that are not suitable for automated proving. The fous of thepaper slip into a theory of resolution. The onventional view of resolution is losely related to lausalnormal form of formula and to skolemization in prediate logi. It is not very diÆult to obtain a lausalnormal form in two-valued logi of any formula (partiularly for non-quanti�ed formulas).In fuzzy logi, there is no diret way how a formula ould be transformed into a normal form. Onepossibility is to �nd a normal form as approximation with some preision. The fat that we ould avoidthe translation may bring a new way to resolution in fuzzy logi, at least for its non-existential sublass.The paper is based on the artile presented by L. Bahmair and H. Ganzinger [Ba97℄ where thegeneral resolution rule for two-valued logi is de�ned. Mathematial priniples of fuzzy logi are mainlyited from the omprehensible book [No99℄ or from [Hj97℄ and [Mu95℄. There is also work onerning toresolution theory with normal forms in fuzzy logi [Le95℄.2 General resolution { brief overviewThere is a paper onerning basis of generalized theory of resolution written by H. Ganzinger and L.Bahmair [Ba97℄. They present dedution rules for general formulas and also resolution methods. Let'sreview these rules.De�nition 1. General resolution F1[G℄; F2[G℄F1[G=?℄ _ F2[G=>℄ (1)where F1 and F2 are formulas { premises of �rst-order logi and G is an ourrene of a subformula ofF1 and F2. The expression below the line means the resolvent of premises on G. Every ourrene of Gis replaed by false in the �rst formula and by true in the seond one. The formula F1 is also alled thepositive, the formula F2 the negative premise, and the subformula G the resolved subformula.The proof of the soundness of this rule is similar to lausal resolution rule proof. Suppose an interpre-tation I in whih both premises are valid. In I , G is either true or false. If G (:G) is true in I , so isF [G=>℄(F [G=?℄). From this point of view, it shows that the resolution rule is nothing more that assertionof the type: We have two formulas holding simultaneously in the interpretation I and they ontain the



same subformula. We an dedue that either the ommon subformula is true in I and then the truthfulnessis assured by the �rst formula, or by the seond formula in the opposite ase. So it is possible to generatea new formula based on this fat. Nevertheless the above riterion for subformula is expressed by semantimeans (interpretation), we an simulate this semanti item by syntati ounterparts { onstants for trueand false. Now we an have a look at the question how these fats inuene the view of lausal resolutionin Table 1. Consider the table showing various ases of resolution on similar lauses. The �rst and fourthrow lead to true beause premises have the same ourrenes of atom b and it ould not be obtained areasonable resolvent. In the seond row we took premises in wrong order. It should be mentioned thatthe seletion of right order is also important question. There are several notions, whih help to selet theright order. They di�er in eÆieny and simpliity, but the enumeration of them lies out of the range ofthis paper and the reader an �nd some referenes in the ited tehnial report.Premise+ Premise- Resolvent Simpli�ed Commentsa _ b b _  (a _ ?) _ (>_ ) > no sensea _ :b b _  (a _ >) _ (>_ ) > redundanta _ b :b _  (a _ ?) _ (?_ ) a _  right resolutiona _ :b :b _  (a _ >) _ (?_ ) > no senseTable 1. Clausal resolution in the frame of general resolutionLet us have a look into an example of a non-lausal refutation.Example 1. General resolution with equivaleneLet us have two axioms [a^ ℄ $ [b^d℄ and a^  and we will prove b^d by the refutation of its negation.1. [a ^ ℄ $ [b ^ d℄ (axiom)2. a ^  (axiom)3. :[b ^ d℄ (axiom) { negated goal4. [a ^ ?℄ _ [a ^ >℄ (resolvent from (2), (2) on )4a. a (simpli�ation of 4.)5. [a ^ ?℄ _ [[a ^ >℄ $ [b ^ d℄℄ ((2), (1) on )5a. a$ [b ^ d℄ (simpli�ation of 5.)6. ?_ [> $ [b ^ d℄℄ ((4), (5) on a)6a. b ^ d (simpli�ation of 6.)7. [? ^ d℄ _ [>^ d℄ ((6), (6) on b)7a. d (simpli�ation of 7.)8. [b ^ ?℄ _ [b ^ >℄ ((6), (6) on d)8a. b (simpli�ation of 8.)9. ?_ :[> ^ d℄ ((8), (3) on b)9a. :d (simpli�ation of 9.)10. ?_ :> ((7), (9) on d)10a. ? (refutation after simpli�ation)The simpli�ation used above is also not an essential need, but it was performed only for luidity. It iseventual to retain the resolvents unsimpli�ed until it is ompletely empty of atoms and then to determinelogial value of the resolvent.3 Fuzzi�ation of the ruleFor the purposes of fuzzy extension the Modus ponens rule was onsidered as an inspiration. We willsuppose that set of truth values is  Lukasiewiz algebra. Therefore we will assume standard notions ofonjuntion, disjuntion et. to be bound with  Lukasiewiz operators.We will assume  Lukasewiz algebra to beL L = h[0; 1℄;^;_;
;!; 0; 1i3



where [0, 1℄ is the interval of reals between 0 and 1, whih are the smallest and greatest elementsrespetively. Basi and additional operations are de�ned as follows:a
 b = 0 _ (a + b� 1) (2)a! b = 1 ^ (1� a + b) (3)a� b = 1 ^ (a + b) (4):a = 1� a (5)The biresiduation operation $ ould be de�ned a $ b =df (a ! b) ^ (b ! a), where ^ is in�mumoperation. The following properties of L L will be used in the sequel:a
 1 = a a
 0 = 0 a� 1 = 1 a� 0 = aa! 1 = 1 a! 0 = :a 1 ! a = a 0 ! a = 1Syntax and semantis of propositional fuzzy logi is following:{ propositional variables, logial onstants { faaa ja 2 [0; 1℄g. Instead of 0 we write ? and instead of 1 wewrite >, onnetives - &&& ( Lukasiewiz onjuntion), ^ (onjuntion), rrr ( Lukasiewiz disjuntion), _(disjuntion), ))) (impliation), ,,, (equivalene), : (negation) and furthermore by FJ we denote setof all formulas of fuzzy logi in language J{ onnetives have the following semanti interpretations: D(aaa) = a for a 2 [0; 1℄, D(A&&&B) = D(A) 
D(B), D(A ^̂̂B) = D(A)^D(B), D(ArrrB) = D(A)�D(B), D(A___B) = D(A)_D(B), D(A))) B) =D(A) ! D(B), D(A,,, B) = D(A) $ D(B), D(:A) = :D(A)Graded fuzzy propositional alulus assigns grade to every axiom, in whih the formula is valid. Itwill be written as aÆAwhere A is a formula and a is a syntati evaluation. We will need to introdue several notions from fuzzylogi, in order to give the reader more exat de�nition of fuzzy theory.De�nition 2. Inferene ruleAn n-ary inferene rule r in the graded logial system is a shemer : a1ÆA1; :::; anÆAnrevl(ai1 ; :::; ain)Ærsyn(Ai1 ; :::; Ain) (6)using whih the evaluated formulas a1ÆA1; :::; anÆAn are assigned the evaluated formularevl(a1; :::; an)Ærsyn(A1; :::; An). The syntati operation rsyn is a partial n-ary operation on FJ and theevaluation operation revl is an n-ary lower semiontinous operation on L (i.e. it preserves arbitrarysuprema in all variables).De�nition 3. Formal fuzzy theoryA formal fuzzy theory T in the language J is a tripleT = hLAx; SAx; Riwhere LAx �� FJ is a fuzzy set of logial axioms, SAx �� FJ is a fuzzy set of speial axioms, and R is aset of sound inferene rules.De�nition 4. Evaluated formal proofAn evaluated formal proof of a formula A from the fuzzy set X �� FJ is a �nite sequene of evaluatedformulas w := a0ÆA0; a1ÆA1; :::; anÆAn (7)suh that An := A and for eah i � n, either there exists an n-ary inferene rule r suh thataiÆAi := revl(ai1 ; :::; ain)Ærsyn(Ai1 ; :::; Ain); i1; :::; in < n4



or aiÆAi := X(Ai)ÆAiWe will denote the value of the evaluated proof by V al(w) = an, whih is the value of the last member in(7).De�nition 5. Provability and truthfulnessLet T be a fuzzy theory and A 2 FJ a formula. We write T `a A and say that the formula A is a theoremin the degree a, or provable in the degree a in the fuzzy theory T .T `a A i� a =_fV al(w)j w is a proof of A from LAx [ SAxg (8)We write T j=a A and say that the formula A is true in the degree a in the fuzzy theory T .T j=a A i� a =^fD(A) j D j= Tg; where the ondition D j= T holdsif for every A 2 LAx : LAx(A) � D(A), A 2 SAx : SAx(A) � D(A) (9)The fuzzy modus ponens rule ould be formulated:De�nition 6. Fuzzy modus ponens rMP : aÆA; bÆA))) Ba
 bÆB (10)where from premise A holding in the degree a and premise A ))) B holding in the degree b we infer Bholding in the degree a
 b.In lassial logi, rMP ould be viewed as a speial ase of resolution. The fuzzy resolution rulepresented below is also able to simulate fuzzy rMP . From this fat, the ompleteness of a system based onresolution an be dedued. It will only remain to prove the soundness. It is possible to introdue followingnotion of resolution, with respet to the modus ponens :De�nition 7. General fuzzy resolutionrR : aÆF1[G℄; bÆF2[G℄a
 bÆF1[G=?℄rrrF2[G=>℄ (11)where F1 holding in the degree a and F2 holding in the degree b are formulas { premises of fuzzy logi andG is an ourrene of a subformula in F1 and F2. The expression below the line means the resolvent ofpremises on G holding in the degree a
 b. Every ourrene of G is replaed by false in the �rst formulaand by true in the seond one.Before we give an example, let us ompare the two-valued rule with the multi-valued rule. In theboolean ase the orret behaviour is justi�ed by validity of both premises. If we substitute true to the�rst one and false to the seond one, at least one part of the resulting disjuntion must be true, beausethere are no other alternatives of interpration for G.The �rst (harder) problem in MV ase lies in in�nite (or �nite, but high) amount of truth values for G.Every introdued onnetive has the property of monotoniity and it seems that every formula onstrutedfrom these ones will also be monotonous with respet to the interpretation of seleted subformula. Sinewe an again restrit every resolvent of the resolution rule to mentioned two truth values true and false.And we again (as in boolean ase) use logial onstants ?;> instead of truth value in the the resolventexpression.The seond problem onsists in the truth value of the resolvent. The proposed interpretation by Lukasiewiz multipliation implies from the MP rule interpretation.5



Example 2. Proof of d by rRXa. steps represent appliation of simpli�ation rules for ? and >.1. 1Æ[a))) b℄ (axiom with grade 1)2. 0:9Æ[(b&&& )))) d℄ (axiom with grade 0.9)3. 0:8Æ (axiom with grade 0.8)4. 0:95Æa (axiom with grade 0.95)5. 0:95
 1Æ[?rrr(>))) b)℄ (rR on 4, 1)5a. 0:95Æb (simpli�ation for ))), rrr)6. 0:95
 0:9Æ[?rrr((>&&& )))) d)℄ (rR on 5a, 2)6a. 0:85Æ[))) d℄7. 0:8
 0:85Æ[?rrr(>))) d)℄ (rR on 3, 6a)7a. 0:65ÆdWe have found a proof of d with the grade 0.65. Let us note with respet to (8) that this means onlylower bound for the provability degree. The problem how to �nd the best provability degree is an openquestion. We suppose to �nd algorithms for this task in future.Lemma 1. Soundness of rRThe inferene rR rule for propositonal fuzzy logi based on L L is sound i.e. for every truth valuation D,D(rsyn(A1; :::; An)) � revl(D(A1); :::;D(An)) (12)holds true.proof: For rR we may rewrite the values of the left and right parts of equation (12):D(rsyn(A1; :::; An)) = D[D(F1[G=?℄)rrrD(F2[G=>℄)℄revl(D(A1); :::;D(An)) = D(F1[G℄)
D(F2[G℄)It is suÆient to prove the equality for ))) sine all other onnetives ould be de�ned by it. By indutionon the omplexity of formula jAj, de�ned as the number of onnetives, we an prove:Let premises F1 and F2 be atomi formulas. Sine they must ontain the same subformula thenF1 = F2 = G and it holdsD[D(F1[G=?℄)rrrD(F2[G=>℄)℄ = D(?rrr>) = 0� 1 = 1 � D(F1[G℄)
D(F2[G℄)Indution step: Let premises F1 and F2 be omplex formulas and let A and B are subformulas of F1,C and D are subformulas of F2 and G is an atom where generally F1 = (A))) B) and F2 = (C ))) D).The omplexity of jF1j = jAj+ 1 or jF1j = jBj+ 1 and jF2j = jCj+ 1 or jF2j = jDj+ 1. Sine they mustontain the same subformula and for A, B, C, D the indution presupposition hold it remain to analyzethe following ases:1. F1 = A ))) G F2 = G ))) D : D[D(F1[G=?℄)rrrD(F2[G=>℄)℄ = D([A ))) ?℄rrr[> ))) D℄) =D(:ArrrD) = 1 ^ (1� a + d)We have rewritten the expression into  Lukasiewiz interpretation. Now we will try to rewrite the rightside of the inequality, whih has to be proven.D(F1[G℄)
D(F2 [G℄) = D(A))) G)
D(G))) D) = 0_((1^(1�a+g))+(1^(1�g+d))�1) = 1^(1�a+d)The left and right side of the equation (12) are equal and thereforeD[D(F1[G=?℄)rrrD(F2[G=>℄)℄ � D(F1[G℄)
D(F2[G℄)for this ase holds.2. F1 = A ))) G F2 = C ))) G : D[D(F1[G=?℄)rrrD(F2[G=>℄)℄ = D([A ))) ?℄rrr[C ))) >℄) = 1 �D(F1[G℄) 
D(F2[G℄)3. F1 = G ))) B F2 = G ))) D : D[D(F1[G=?℄)rrrD(F2[G=>℄)℄ = D([? ))) B℄rrr[> ))) D℄) = 1 �D(F1[G℄) 
D(F2[G℄) 6



4. F1 = G ))) B F2 = C ))) G : D[D(F1[G=?℄)rrrD(F2[G=>℄)℄ = D([? ))) B℄rrr[C ))) >℄) = 1 �D(F1[G℄) 
D(F2[G℄)By indution we have proven that the inequality holds and the rR is sound. The indution of the asewhere only one of the premises has greater omplexity is inluded in the above solved indution step. �>From this result we an onlude the ompleteness theorem. We will need two additional simpli�ationrules for purposes of the proof:De�nition 8. Simpli�ation rules for rrr;)))rsrrr : aÆ?rrrAaÆA and rs))) : aÆ>))) AaÆAThe soundness of rsrrr and rs))) is straightforward.Theorem 1 (Completeness for fuzzy logi with rR, rsrrr, rs))) instead of rMP ).Formal fuzzy theory, where rMP is replaed with rR, rsrrr, rs))), is omplete i.e. for every A from the setof formulas T `a A i� T j=a A.proof: The left to right impliation (soundness of suh formal theory) ould be easily done from thesoundness of the resolution rule. Conversely it is suÆient to prove that the rule rMP an be replaed byrR, rsrrr, rs))). Indeed, let w be a proof:w := aÆAfaproofwag; bÆA))) BfaproofwA)))Bg; a
 bÆBfrMP gThen we an replae it by the proof:w := aÆAfaproofwag; bÆA))) BfaproofwA)))Bg; a
 bÆ?rrr[>))) B℄frRg;a
 bÆ>))) Bfrsrrr; a
 bÆBfrs)))gUsing the last sequene we an easily make a proof with rMP also with the proposed rR and simpli�-ation rules. Sine usual formal theory with rMP is omplete as it is proved in [No99℄, every fuzzy formaltheory with these rules is also omplete. �4 ConlusionsIn the above text, it was presented the formal system for fuzzy logi based on resolution. The advoay ofsuh system is simpli�ed into a ompleteness theorem based on existing alulus. In future it supposed toimprove formal orretness of proposed theorem. Another open question is related with the suÆieny oftruth valuation of resolvent. The refutational proof with rR is also interesting area of future researh. Wesuppose to base it on existing notion of onsisteny threshold. The last (and perhaps the same important)objetive lies in the implementation of the rule. With the existing appliation for two-valued logi [Ha99℄it seems to be easy work.Referenes[Ba97℄ Bahmair L., Ganzinger H.: \A theory of resolution", Tehnial report of the Max-Plank-Institut f�urInformatik, 1997[No99℄ Nov�ak V., Per�lieva I., Mo�ko�r J.: \Mathematial priniples of fuzzy logi", Kluwer Aademi Publishers,1999[Hj97℄ H�ajek P.: \Metamathematis of fuzzy logi", Kluwer Aademi Publishers - Dordreht, 2000[Le95℄ Lehmke S.: \On resolution-based theorem proving in propositional fuzzy logi with `bold' onnetives",University of Dortmund, 1995[Mu95℄ Mundii D., Cignoli R., D'Ottaviano I.M.L.: \Algebrai foundations of many-valued Reasoning", in prepa-ration[Ha99℄ Habiballa H.: \GERDS for Windows",http://www.volny.z/habiballa/thesis.exe 7


